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Abstract
The Advanced Photon Source (APS) storage ring is a 7GeV light source with forty straight sections. Intense x-ray
beams will be delivered by insertion devices installed in these
straight sections. Installation of insertion devices in the APS
storage ring produces several effects which can degrade overall
performance. Rigid ring performance requirements exist which
can be used to set limits on insertion device field quality, i.e. the
first- and second-field integrals of the transverse magnetic field.
Individual multipole error specifications can be determined by
considering the lifetime of the beam. For nominal operation
of the APS storage ring, the vertical aperture corresponding to
a 10-hour lifetime is approximately 3.35 mm, which limits the
level of multipole error. We find that the skew-octupole error
has the most significant effect on the reduction of the aperture;
the reasons are discussed in this paper.

I. Introduction
Installation of insertion devices (IDs) into the APS storage
ring produces several effects which can degrade overall performance. Rigid ring performance requirements already exist
which can be used to set limits on insertion device field quality.
Shown in Table 1 is a list of insertion device properties and the
storage ring parameters affected.

operation of the insertion devices once they are installed in the
ring, specifically the expectation that gaps will be scanned during
operation. This places significantly tighter constraints on field
quality than for the fixed gap operation, and dictates to a certain
extent how the field quality specification should be written. The
requirement that the interaction between a given insertion device
and other beamlines be consistent with beam stability criterion
limits the allowable field errors in that device. The maximum
allowable changes in beam properties caused by insertion device
operation place the strictest requirements on field quality.

II. Effects of an Ideal Insertion Device
Since in an ideal insertion device (ID) the first- and secondfield integrals vanish, the device does not distort the equilibrium
orbit. However it is well known that IDs have a vertical focusing
effect on the beam. This can be illustrated by writing the Hamiltonian with respect to the oscillating equilibrium orbit suggested
by L. Smith [1] as
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where k = 2π/λw , λw is the period length, and ρ is the radius of
curvature in the ID peak field. If we neglect the fast oscillating
(compared to betatron oscillation) term contained in sin ks, we
may treat the ID as a long quadrupole with all nonlinear elements
lumped at the center. The tracking studies [2] based on this
model showed identical results from the full-blown numerical
integration through the ID field. The same study also showed
that the ultimate dynamic aperture is limited by the nonlinear
effects of the ID.
For the Type-A undulator which is one of the major IDs installed in APS storage ring, the effective integrated focusing
strength is equal to 242 Gauss, which is two orders of magnitude smaller than the typical quadrupole strength in the ring.
Thus, the perturbation of linear lattice functions due to the ID is
negligible. However, the effective integrated octupole strength
is equal to 600 Gauss/cm2 , which has a serious effects on the
dynamic aperture. In the specification of multipole tolerances of
ID, the allowable multipole components will be compared with
these values.
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III. Field Integral Specifications

Table 1
Ring Performance Parameters Affected by Insertion Device
Field Quality.
Insertion Device Property

Ring Parameter Affected

Field Integral,
R
I1 y,x = B y,x dl

Horizontal/Vertical Beam

Second Field Integral,
RR
I2 y,x =
B y,x dldl 0

Horizontal/Vertical Beam

Quadrupole Integral,
R
d B y /d xdl

Tune,

Skew Quadrupole Integral,
R
d Bx /d xdl

Position Stability
Position Stability
Beam Size
Coupling,
Beam Size

Lifetime

It is important to take into account the anticipated manner of
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A. Beam Position Stability
The fundamental beam performance requirement from which
ID field quality specifications can be inferred is beam position
stability. This has been stated for the APS storage ring as shown
in Table 2.

Table 2
APS Storage Ring Beam Stability Requirements
1x

1x 0

1y

1y 0

16 µm

1.2µrad

4.4 µm

0.45 µrad

These requirements are derived from the need for the beam to
be stable to within 10% of its emittance, which translates to 5%
of its rms size. Table 2 assumes βx = 14 m and β y = 10 m,
which are the values at the IDs.
It is important that these stability specifications be interpreted
as the maximum amount that the beam position can change with
time. For example, it is acceptable to install a device which has
a relatively large field integral, provided it does not change with
time. If it does change appreciably with time, for example when
scanning the gap, several things can still be done to stabilize the
beam. First, because the amount of field integral change with
gap is approximately known, one can introduce local steering
compensation which tracks with gap, producing a net field integral which is independent of gap to the first order. This type of
stabilization might be called “open loop” compensation.
It would be imprudent to assume that the open loop compensation of ID steering can be done significantly better than a
factor of ten. Therefore, to generate an ID field integral specification guaranteed to meet beam stability requirements without
being overly restrictive, the following procedure is proposed.
First, compute the amount of field integral for one insertion device which will move the beam around the ring at most by the
amounts in Table 2. If we allow the uncompensated field integral
to be ten times this amount, stability requirements can be met
since it is safe to place a requirement of a factor of ten reduction
from open loop compensation.
In fact, the APS storage ring will not have one ID, but rather
thirty-four IDs. Because the contributions of these devices to the
overall orbit motion is quasi-random,
√ one would expect the net
orbit motion to be on the order of 34 multiplied by the effect of
a single ID. To compensate for this, we will rely on the real-time
closed orbit feedback
√ system using the photon beam position
monitors. Since 34 is less than ten and we can assume that
the feedback system will reduce the orbit distortion by a factor
of ten, the requirement still can be met. Also, it is unlikely that
all 34 beamlines will scan their gaps simultaneously, improving
the situation further.
Of all the quantities in Table 2, the restriction on vertical beam
motion forms the tightest constraint. Specifically, a change in
insertion device field integral, gap open vs. gap closed, of 11.2
Gauss-cm (I1x ) will produce 4.4 µm of vertical beam motion
somewhere around the ring. Horizontally, one arrives at 26.5
Gauss-cm of I1 y to produce 16 µm of motion. A conservative
specification for the uncompensated field integral, as described
above, is therefore 100 Gauss-cm.
Similar arguments for the second field integral indicate that
11,200 Gauss-cm2 of I2x will produce 4.4 µm of vertical beam
motion. Also, 37,400 Gauss-cm2 of I2 y produces 16 µm of horizontal beam motion. A reasonable requirement for the uncompensated second field integral is therefore 100,000 Gauss-cm2 ,

or 0.001 Tesla-m2 .
The results of this section are summarized in Table 3. Specifications both before and after open-loop compensation are stated.
Clearly, it is desirable to have insertion devices whose first- and
second-field integrals do not require compensation. This may
not be realistic, because it is extremely difficult to measure the
integrals of Bx in the presence of large B y .
Table 3
First- and Second-Field Integral Specification.
Quantity

Before Compensation

After Compensation

I1x,y

100 Gauss-cm

10 Gauss-cm

I2x,y

2

100,0000 Gauss-cm

10,000 Gauss-cm2

B. Good Field Region
The values in Table 3 give the allowable amount of variation
with gap of field integrals for particles moving along the geometric axis of the device. An equally important concept is the
allowable variation in field integral over a “good field region”
at fixed gap. A reasonable “good field region” is ±5 mm horizontally, and ±2 mm vertically. Considering that the horizontal
and vertical beam sizes are σx = 330 µm and σ y = 89 µm, respectively, this allows for 10 σx,y plus a missteering allowance
of 2 mm horizontally and 1.1 mm vertically.
If one could specify that the first field integral not change by
more than 10 Gauss-cm over this region, and that the second field
integral not change by more than 10,000 Gauss-cm2 , it would
be insured that the compensation would not have to be modified
when orbit changes are made. This represents the ideal situation,
because it is extremely difficult to construct such a device, or
even to confidently measure it without using beam.
Since insertion device photons will be accurately aligned relative to beamline x-ray beam position monitors and held fixed
with a high degree of reproducibility from fill to fill, one can
specify a more relaxed tolerance, and perform careful first- and
second-field integral compensation vs. gap for a signal trajectory through the device. For the APS, the tolerances will be fixed
at 100 Gauss-cm and 100,000 Gauss-cm2 across ±5 mm horizontally and ±2 mm vertically, including variation with gap.
In terms of the normal (bn ) and skew (an ) multipole coefficients
defined at APS:
Z
∞
X
(bn + ian )(x + i y)n .
(2)
(B y + i Bx )dl = B0 L
n=0

These requirements translate to B0 Lbn =100 Gauss-cm, 200
Gauss, 400 Gauss/cm, and 800 Gauss/cm2 for n=0, 1, 2, 3,
respectively. These tolerances should be compared with the
lattice magnet tolerances and the effective strength of the ID
itself. For example, the tolerances on the quadrupole magnets at
APS are B0 Lbn =58 Gauss, 12 Gauss/cm, and 6 Gauss/cm2 for
n=1, 2, 3, respectively. Recalling the effective strength of the
ID is B0 Lb1 =242 Gauss and B0 Lb3 =600 Gauss/cm2 , we can
set reasonable tolerances as B0 Lbn =100 Gauss-cm, 50 Gauss,
200 Gauss/cm, and 600 Gauss/cm2 . At this stage, the tolerances
on skew components can be the same.

This requirement places bounds on allowable multipole components which are necessary, but not sufficient.

IV. Multipole Tolerances
In the previous section we considered the constraints on the
field quality based on beam position stability. The other requirements listed in Table 1 will also limit the multipole tolerances.
These tolerances should be compared with the allowable multipole components specified in the previous section.
Since the lattice perturbation from the effective quadrupole
strength of the ID is negligible, B0 Lb1 =50 Gauss is acceptable.
The requirement on the vertical beam size is that the change
of beam size should be less than 5% of the natural beam size,
assuming 10% emittance coupling from the lattice magnets. The
corresponding skew quadrupole strength is B0 La1 =157 Gauss.
Thus B0 La1 =50 Gauss specified in the previous section also
satisfies this requirement.
The design beam lifetime at the APS is 10 hours. The study [3]
showed that the required vertical aperture is 3.3 mm during nominal operation. Even though the vertical vacuum chamber size
(half gap of the ID chamber) is 4 mm, a particle with horizontal oscillation amplitude of 5 mm should be stable within the
required vertical aperture of 3.3 mm.
In order to determine the physical aperture including the integrated multipole components in the ID, a tracking study was
done. We first studied the effects on the physical aperture due
to the individual multipole components, whose strengths are
specified in the previous section. The result obtained by using the program RACETRACK [4] is shown in Fig. 1. In the
tracking studies, we assume 34 IDs installed in the ring and
consider the particle lost if its amplitude is larger than 4 mm
at the ID section. From the figure we find that we need to
tighten the skew multipole tolerances. The skew multipoles
have more effects on reducing the physical aperture because the
lattice tunes are close to the sum- and/or difference-resonance
line caused by the skew multipoles. After a few iterations we
found that the aperture requirement can be met at B0 Lb2 =200
Gauss/cm, B0 La2 =100 Gauss/cm, B0 Lb3 =300 Gauss/cm2 ,
and B0 La3 =50 Gauss/cm2 . Taking into account all effects,
i.e. tune shift, beam size change, dynamic aperture, and beam
position stability, we arrive at the reasonably consistent set of
multipole tolerances shown in Table 4.
Table 4
ID Integrated Multipole Tolerance Specifications.
n

Normal Component

Skew Component

B0 Lbn

B0 Lan

0

100 Gauss-cm

100 Gauss-cm

1

50 Gauss

50 Gauss

2

200 Gauss/cm

100 Gauss/cm

3

2

50 Gauss/cm2

300 Gauss/cm

A conclusion is that, if the requirements on the first- and
second-field integrals are satisfied, the requirement on the mul-

Figure 1
Physical Aperture with Multipole Component.

tipole tolerance is also satisfied.
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